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Abstract—CINE phase-contrast MRI (CINE-MRI) was
used to measure cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) velocities and
flow rates in the brain of six normal subjects and five patients
with communicating hydrocephalus. Mathematical brain
models were created using the MRI images of normal
subjects and hydrocephalic patients. In our model, the effect
of pulsatile vascular expansion is responsible for pulsatile
CSF flow between the cranial and the spinal subarachnoidal
spaces. Simulation results include intracranial pressure gra-
dients, solid stresses and strains, and fluid velocities through-
out the cranio-spinal system. Computed velocities agree
closely with our in vivo CINE-MRI CSF flow measurements.
In addition to normal intracranial dynamics, our model
captures the transition to acute communicating hydroceph-
alus. By increasing the value for reabsorption resistance in
the subarachnoid villi, our model predicts that the poroelas-
tic parenchyma matrix will be drained and the ventricles
enlarge despite small transmantle pressure gradients during
the transitional phase. The poroelastic simulation thus
provides a plausible explanation on how reabsorption
changes could be responsible for enlargement of the ventri-
cles without large transmantle pressure gradients.
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INTRODUCTION

A more complete understanding of cerebrospinal
fluid (CSF) flow through the ventricular system, brain
parenchyma, and subarachnoidal spaces may be nec-
essary in explaining diseases of the central nervous
system such as hydrocephalus, Chiari malformations,8

and syringomyelia.9 Precise knowledge about fluid
flow and complex fluid–tissue interactions in the

human brain has in the past been hampered by
experimental inaccessibility. However, state of the art
medical techniques such as CINE-MRI and CT angi-
ography allow us to noninvasively measure CSF flow
rates and blood flow, and have great potential for
improving the quantitative understanding of intracra-
nial dynamics. Despite progress in medical imaging,
measuring fluid pressures and tissue stresses in the
brain still requires invasive procedures. Therefore,
using CINE-MRI data, we have developed and vali-
dated computational models based on first principle
conservation balances for predicting fluid pressures
and solid stresses. First principles models satisfy the
laws of motion, while at the same time predicted results
align with the experimental measurements. By using
this computational approach, we propose to better
explain experimental measurements by quantifying
the driving forces, flows, and interactions that are
responsible for the patterns that we see in normal as
well as diseased dynamics. This model-based approach
should not be confused with data fitting in which
experimental values are reproduced by suitable math-
ematical functions that do not conserve basic physical
quantities like momentum or mass. The first principles
approach, if correctly applied, will not only render
agreement between experiment and proposed models,
but by induction also show that the physical principles
that supported the model might be at work in reality.

Due to the geometric complexity of the cranio-
spinal system, many attempts to quantify CSF flow
have relied on analyzing the system as a series of
compartments, each compartment idealized as a
simple geometric entity like a cylindrical tube. In the
approach, governing equations are solved analyti-
cally14,23 and the results are useful in helping us
understand the basic fundamentals of fluid flow
through such structures. However, because compart-
mental models simplify the true geometry, results are
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merely qualitative. Others have attempted to quantify
CSF flow and brain movement using the distributed
finite volume and finite element methods.11,16,18,25 A
mathematical model is created by converting human
MRI brain images into a grid of finite elements, pre-
serving the patient-specific brain geometry. With the
introduction of suitable boundary conditions and
material properties, the discretized equations of fluid
flow and solid deformation are solved numerically over
each element. This approach is hampered by the geo-
metric complexity of the human brain; realistic brain
models require large computational meshes and com-
puter power. Consequently, some researchers have
limited their analysis of the cranio-spinal system to
small substructures, such as a sagittal section of the
parenchyma,18,25 axisymmetric model of the spinal
cord,1 or a reconstructed aqueduct of Sylvius.6,11,12

Results obtained from isolated substructures may
explain details about fluid flow and geometry depen-
dent stresses in a small region,18 but do not provide
insights into the main pathology leading to a complex
disease like hydrocephalus. To better understand nor-
mal and hydrocephalic intracranial dynamics, a holistic
model of the physics of the central nervous system is
needed—one that incorporates the interaction between
blood flow, cerebral vasculature expansion, soft tissue
stresses, and CSF dynamics including production,
flow, and reabsorption.

A poroelastic model for the deformable parenchyma
is a necessary step to quantify changes that occur in the
hydrocephalic brain. Recently, we have studied the
CSF flow patterns and pressure fields in a normal
subject and a patient with communicating hydro-
cephalus.16 In this present work, we include a poro-
elastic fluid–tissue interaction model which accounts
for brain motion due to systolic expansion of the
cerebral vasculature and CSF flow within the spinal
canal.

In the next section, we describe our methodology
including a discussion of the governing equations
and boundary conditions used in our simulations.
‘‘Results’’ section presents results validating the pre-
dicted CSF flow and pressure field patterns. The
experiments and computations show significant chan-
ges in flow patterns in hydrocephalus. This report
closes with a critical discussion of our findings and
future challenges for understanding hydrocephalus.

METHODS

CSF Flow Measurements

Using CINE-MRI, we have previously measured
cranial CSF velocities and flow rates, as well as the

deformation of the lateral ventricular space in six
normal subjects and five patients with hydrocephalus.
All participants signed the consent forms approved by
the Institutional Review Board at the University of
Chicago and the University of Illinois at Chicago.
More information on the CINE-MRI protocol for
obtaining CSF flow measurements using 16 equidistant
time frames throughout the cardiac cycle is provided in
our previous publications.16,28

Image Reconstruction

T1 and T2 images from six normal subjects and five
communicating hydrocephalus patients were used to
reconstruct accurately the geometry of the ventricular
system, the cranial and spinal subarachnoidal spaces,
and the brain parenchyma. The image reconstruction
was performed using Mimics 11.0 (Materialise,
Belgium) software. Reconstructed surfaces and volumes
were then meshed with computational grid generation
methods, Gambit 2.4.6 software. The three-dimen-
sional normal and hydrocephalic brain meshes were
composed of 486,542 and 498,857 tetrahedral ele-
ments, respectively. The two-dimensional normal and
hydrocephalic brain meshes were composed of 8328
and 8515 triangles, respectively. All simulations were
confirmed to have reached convergent solutions after
successive grid refinements with a time step size of
0.01 s using an implicit Euler scheme. The computa-
tional meshes served as the computational domain for
the fluid–structure–interaction (FSI) finite element
analysis presented in subsequent sections. A sample
three-dimensional reconstruction of the ventricular
system for a hydrocephalic subject is given in Fig. 1.
Computed velocity fields are displayed at equally
spaced cross sections.

FIGURE 1. Maximum three-dimensional CSF flow velocity in
the ventricular system of a communicating hydrocephalus
patient. The velocity field is displayed in sagittal cross
sections of 5 mm increments from the mid-sagittal plane. This
simulation predicts a maximum aqueductal velocity of
39.6 mm/s. Image reconstruction of the ventricular system
was performed using MIMICS, 11.0.
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Mathematical Model

We have created anatomically accurate poroelastic,
finite element models for normal subjects and com-
municating hydrocephalus patients. Both types of
models include CSF spaces as well as the brain
parenchyma and spinal canal. For the normal subject,
the anterior–posterior length of the cranium was
16.3 cm, the superior–inferior length of the entire
model was 67.2 cm, and the spinal canal, measured
from the cerebellomedullary cistern to the lowest point
of the model, was 51.5 cm. These same dimensions in
the hydrocephalic patient model were 19.4, 70.0, and
52.5 cm, respectively. Our finite element model is
depicted in Fig. 2. CSF velocity and pressure fields
throughout the cranio-spinal system were calculated by
solving the Navier–Stokes and Darcy equations for
fluid flow coupled with the equations of solid motion.
The governing equations for CSF motion in the

ventricular and subarachnoidal spaces are given in
Eqs. (1) and (2).

Continuity for clear CSF flow

r �~u ¼ Sf ConstantCSF production in ventricles
r �~u ¼ 0 Subarachnoidal space and spinal canal

ð1Þ

Momentum for clear CSF flow in ventricles and
subarachnoidal space

qf

@~u

@t
þ~u � r~u

� �
¼ �rpþ lr2~u ð2Þ

where qf is the fluid density, ~u the velocity vector, p the
fluid pressure, and l the CSF viscosity. Sf is a fluid
source term that accounts for the constant production
of CSF. The total CSF production was set to 0.35 mL/
min.13 Outside of the ventricular system, no CSF is
produced in our model; thus the continuity equation
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FIGURE 2. Blood and CSF flow, CINE-MRI measurements, in both a normal subject (a) and a patient with communicating
hydrocephalus (b). Blood flow patterns were used in boundary conditions of ‘‘Displacement Boundary Conditions’’ section.
Grid reconstruction was used to convert mid-sagittal MRI scans into discretized computational domains necessary for CFD-FSI
analysis (c).
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